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the role of metapopulations in conservation - stony brook
the role of metapopulations in conservation _____ h. resit akc¸akaya, gus mills and c. patrick
doncaster nothing in the world is single; all things, by a law divine, in one another’s being
mingle. (percy bysshe shelley (1792–1822), ‘love’s philosophy’) introduction wherever
wildlife management concerns the movement of individuals
ecosystem valuation: combining economics, philosophy, and
ecosystem valuation: combining economics, philosophy, and ecology f. gregory hayden
university of nebraska-lincoln, and diverse receiving nodes, such as wildlife food sources and
human water sources [epa 1990, 10-11l capacity would be limited by whatis sufficient to meet
the contex
what is ecosystem management?
ecosystem management is a response to today’s deep-ening biodiversity crisis. but a few
visionary ecologists the contributions of aldo leopold ( 1949) in conservation science and
philosophy are well known. less well known is the 1932 work of the ecological society of
america’s committee for the study of plant and animal communities that
radical american environmentalism and wilderness
philosophy that likes to present itself in universalistic terms. i make two main arguments: first,
that deep ecology is uniquely american, and despite superficial similarities in rhetorical style,
the social and political goals of radical environmentalism in other cultural contexts (e.g., west
germany and india) are
the impact of globalization on africa’s development
the impact of globalization on africa’s development: “rwandan tourism as key to mobilize
revenue and investment” by dr. jean de la croix nkurayija national university of rwanda (nur)
15th march 2011 abstract tourism provides the best alternative for economic development to
rwanda which does
more than the kill: hunters' relationships with landscape
more than the kill: hunters' relationships with landscape and prey arianne carvalhedo reis
university of otago epublications@scu is an electronic repository administered by southern
cross university library. its goal is to capture and preserve the intellectual
what do non-governmental organizations do?
what do non-governmental organizations do? eric werker and faisal z. ahmed may 2007
forthcoming: journal of economic perspectives eric werker is an assistant professor of business
administration at harvard business school, boston, massachusetts. faisal z. ahmed is a
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doctoral student at the university of chicago.
mini guide to oot cause analysis
root cause analysis (rca) is a method that is used to address a problem or non-conformance, in
order to get to the “root cause” of the problem. it is used so we can correct or eliminate the
cause, and prevent the problem from recurring. it is not “rocket science” – anyone can do it.
you probably do it
research methodology - ihm gwalior
research is a structured enquiry that utilizes acceptable scientific methodology to solve
problems and create new knowledge that is generally applicable. scientific methods consist of
systematic observation, classification and interpretation of data. although we engage in such
process in our daily life, the difference between our
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